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In today’s digital world, it’s crucial to have oversight across your 

entire digital ecosystem. With FoxTech Defend, we can monitor 

all your servers, workstations, network devices as well as  

multiple cloud platforms, including AWS, Azure, and GCP,  

all from a single portal.
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In a rapidly evolving cybersecurity landscape, choosing 
the right partner to defend your digital assets is crucial. 
FoxTech Defend stands out, marrying cutting-edge SIEM 
and XDR technologies with our team of dedicated UK 
based cybersecurity experts working tirelessly to secure 
your digital assets. 

More than just a log and alert tool, we actively shield your  
business from threats and continually customise Defend 
so it is tailor-made for your business, ensuring optimal 
protection.  
 
Our team does more than just defend you; they’re also 
directly accessible to support you, ready to assist with any 
remediation issues you might face.

FoxTech Defend is not  
a tool - It is a Solution
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We proactively search for threats,  
not waiting for incidents to occur.

FoxTech’s cybersecurity team uses advanced analytics  
to proactively identify and neutralize threats, filtering  
genuine alerts for quick response.  

When incidents occur, we provide rapid response and 
remediation, including full day 1 incident management 
for top-priority cases, significantly mitigating  
business impact.

“FoxTech provide more than a product – they worked 
with us to significantly improve our security and have 
become a critical partner”  
 
– CIO, Financial Services

“Choosing FoxTech was a no-brainer. We ditched the 
clutter of costly, unwieldy tools, streamlining to just 
FoxTech. Now, our team is free to be more producti-
ve, saving us a fortune.” 
   
- CTO, IT Management

“No more endless false alarms or tedious triage. Now, 
we receive only crucial alerts, clearly directing us to 
tasks that demand action” 
 
– Head of IT, Legal
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Getting started is simple.  
Protection is near instant.

FoxTech Defend employs a lightweight, multi-platform 
agent, easily deployed to your chosen endpoints  
manually or via orchestration tools. It sends data in  
real-time to our cloud platform through a secure,  
encrypted, channel.  For agent-less devices, we will  
use Syslog to collect log data.  

With our expert guidance, the setup is smooth and  
protection begins almost instantly.
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